Oscillatory behavior of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in continuous culture: I. Effects of pH and nitrogen levels.
The appearance of sustained oscillations in bioreactor variables (biomass and nutrient concentrations) in continuous cultures of Saccharomyces cerevisiae indicates the complex nature of microbial systems, the inadequacy of current growth kinetic models, and the difficulties which may arise in bioprocess control and optimization. In this study we investigate continuous bioreactor behavior over a range of operating conditions (dilution rate, feed glucose concentration, feed ammonium concentration, dissolved oxygen, and pH) to determine the process requirements which lead to oscillatory behavior. We present new results which indicate that high feed ammonium concentrations may eliminate oscillations and that under oscillatory conditions ammonium levels are generally low and oscillatory as well. The effects of pH are complex and oscillations were only observed at pH values 5.5 and 6.5; no oscillations were observed at a pH of 4.5. Under our nominal operating conditions (feed glucose concentration 10 g/L, dilution rate 0.145 h(-1), feed ammonium concentration 0.0303M, dissolved oxygen level 50%, pH 5.5, and T = 30 degrees C) we found two possible final bioreactor states depending on the transient used to reach the nominal operating conditions. One of the states was oscillatory and characteristic of oxidative metabolism and the other was nonoscillatory and fermentative.